
 CAMPAIGN AGAINST THE TASER (“CATT”)

THE NEW ZEALAND POLICE ON TASERS, THEIR USE AND CONSEQUENCES

Which conflicting Police claim should you believe?

THIS?      OR THIS?

“A New Zealand trial [of the Taser] will … use

the X26 model with 5 watts of voltage

compared with the older M26 model … which

involves 26 watts of voltage.”

- New Zealand Police Press Release, 8

February 2006

(Note: to speak of “watts of voltage” is a

scientific nonsense.)

The Taser inflicts a 50,000 volt shock of 5

seconds duration.  The X26 model is

recognised by the manufacturer as more

powerful and effective than the older M26

model.

-  Information supplied to CATT by Police in

letter of 22 May 2006

***

“Tasers will only ever be used as an absolute

last resort.”

- Police Superintendent Rivers, One Network

News, 6 June 2006

***

“An overriding principle guiding the use of

an “EMI device [Taser] is that it can only be

used in situations beyond and within the

Active Resistant range, as outlined in the

Tactical Options Framework.”

“… an EMI device [Taser] is … available to

a member when their Perceived Cumulative

Assessment of a situation is that the subject’s

behaviour is in the Active Resistant,

Assaultive, or GBH range.”

- Police Standard Operating Procedures

for the Taser, paras 2.3, 3.1

(Note: The Police “Tactical Options

Framework” places “Active Resistance” on a

scale immediately above “Passive

Resistance”, and below “Assaultive”

behaviour and situations of potential death or

grievous bodily harm. If the “overriding

principle” under Police operating procedures

is that use of the Taser is authorised “within

and beyond the “Active Resistant range” -

that is, before the subject’s conduct even

becomes “Assaultive”, let alone poses a

threat of death or grievous bodily harm - the

“absolute last resort” assurance offered by

Police is both meaningless and misleading.)

***

“[The Taser] will only be used in circumstances

of absolute last resort, where other tactical

options such as the baton or pepper spray

have either been tried, unsuccessful[ly] or

may be irrelevant.”

- Police Superintendent Rivers, TV3 “Campbell

Live”, 6 June 2006

***

“All the international evidence we have

examined provides reassurance that the

Taser, along with OC [pepper] spray, are

increasingly regarded by international Police

and jurisdictions as comparable less lethal

tactical response options”.

- New Zealand Police Online Magazine,

May 2006

***

“Superintendent John Rivers, of the Police

Commissioner’s Office, said the [Taser] was

***

“I can assure people up front that the Taser

will not be used as a mechanism to secure



intended for use in ‘less lethal’ situations, to

incapacitate or subdue violent offenders, or to

‘induce compliance’ without substantial risk to

the offender, Police or the public”.

- The Dominion Post, 9 August 2005

compliance.”

- Police Superintendent Rivers, TV3

“Campbell Live”, 6 June 2006

***

“The research has clearly identified the

advantages of the Taser as an effective less

lethal intervention option when dealing with:

• Unarmed (or lightly armed), but highly

aggressive people;

• Individuals in various states of mental

health crisis; and

• People under the influence of mind altering

substances, solvents or alcohol.”

- New Zealand Police Online

Magazine, May 2006

***

In response to psychiatric nurses expressing

concerns that Tasers could be used on

individuals with psychiatric problems, “the

Police Commissioner’s office says that the

nurses are ‘absolutely incorrect’ in their

interpretation of the [Police] proposal”.

- TV3 Nightline News, 3 June 2006

***

 “New Zealand Police will follow the British

path”

- Police Press Release, 8 February 2006

***

“Frontline staff will undergo training …

unlike the United Kingdom where the Taser

is confined to specialist response units,

Tasers will be available to … frontline

response staff.”

- Police Superintendent Rivers, TV3
“Campbell Live”, 6 June 2006

***

The Taser is a “safe and effective weapon”.

- information supplied to CATT by Police in

letter of 22 May 2006

***

“Research suggests that persons most likely

to be at greatest risk from any harmful effects

of an EMI [Taser] device, although not

attributable to the device itself, are those

suffering from the effects of alcohol, drugs,

mental health issues, who have been

struggling violently or exhibiting bizarre

behaviour (Excited Delirium)."

- Police Standard Operating Procedures for

the Taser, para 11.2

(Note: to “blame the victim, not the Taser”

for “any harmful effects” of Taser use is

intellectually dishonest, when those “at

greatest risk” are the very ones on whom the

Police intend the Taser to be used.)


